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Abstract

This study explores the intricate relationship between discourse objectives and the processing of multimodal

presentations, positing that eye gaze patterns during the comprehension and creation of multimodal content are

indicative of the coherence links between images and text. Drawing on discourse theories, which have been

shown to intersect with cognitive processes significantly (Lascarides and Stone, 2009; Stojnic et al., 2013), we

aim to bridge the gap in understanding how these theories relate to observable eye movements—a connection

that remains underexplored despite its potential insights into cognitive science. Utilizing both augmented reality

and webcam-based eye-tracking technologies, our research investigates these dynamics through a series of

comprehension and production tasks. This approach not only advances our understanding of the cognitive

underpinnings of discourse and multimodal information processing but also explores the potential of eye-tracking

methodologies in uncovering the nuanced interactions between text and imagery within communicative practices.

Our results demonstrate that eye gaze patterns are strongly correlated with discourse coherence relations, and

there are individual differences in eye gaze durations among participants. We also present a case study of how

Multimodal Large Language Models represent this connection between eye gaze patterns and coherence relations.

All of our code and analysis tools are available through https://github.com/Merterm/eye-gaze-coherence.

Keywords:eye gaze, eye tracking, discourse coherence, multimodality, augmented reality, comprehen-

sion, production

1. Introduction

The exploration of visual attention through eye

movements—including gaze fixation durations,

transitions between objects, and rapid scanning

movements known as saccades—has been a cor-

nerstone of cognitive science research, revealing

a profound connection between where we look

and what captures our attention (Xu et al., 2014;

Fluharty et al., 2016). Parallel advancements in

computational linguistics have shed light on the role

of discourse coherence theories in understanding

how text and imagery interact within multimodal in-

formation processing (Lascarides and Stone, 2009;

Stojnic et al., 2013; Alikhani and Stone, 2018). This

interplay between cognitive science and computa-

tional linguistics frames a compelling context for our

study. However, the nuanced dynamics of how eye

gaze patterns specifically correlate with the coher-

ence of text-image relationships remain a gap. This

investigation seeks to bridge that gap, advancing

our understanding of multimodal comprehension

and production through the lens of eye-tracking

technology.

Building on the foundational work by Hobbs

(1985, 1979), discourse coherence theory has

been applied to a range of multimodal informa-

tion processing tasks, including text–image pre-

sentations (Alikhani et al., 2020), recipes (Alikhani

et al., 2019), comics (McCloud, 1993), gesture (Las-

carides and Stone, 2009), film (Cumming et al.,

Figure 1: This is a photo from the MS COCO

dataset with two different eye gaze patterns for

two captions. We show that the difference in the

information goal impacts the human gaze patterns

when looking at an image. Colored boxes show

where one may focus based on the given caption.

Photo credit: GoPro from Alikhani et al. (2020).

2017), and pointing (Stojnic et al., 2013). Yet, eye

gaze—which is another socio-cognitive commu-

nicative signal—and its connections to discourse

theory have been less explored. With the rise

in popularity of augmented reality platforms and

devices, there is now easier access to eye gaze

and additional multimodal communication signals,

which are the subsequent modalities in Pragmat-

https://github.com/Merterm/eye-gaze-coherence
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Visible, Action, Subjective Meta, Action, Story

Young, happy boy

swimming in the lake.

Approaching our campsite at

1550m of elevation on the slopes.

Figure 2: This figure shows two image-caption

pairs and their respective coherence relation cat-

egories. Both images have multiple categories

associated with them. Image credits from left-to-

right: Shutterstock user yauhenka; Danilo Hegg

from Alikhani et al. (2020).

ics to be connected to discourse theories (Pennisi,

2024). In this paper, we study this connection be-

tween the human gaze and cross-modal discourse

coherence. We aim to gain a deeper insight into

how humans detect these coherence relations be-

tween image and text during comprehension and

production tasks through the window of eye track-

ing to develop more human-like multimodal sys-

tems.

We build on Inan et al. (2021); Alikhani et al.

(2020) works that study the following coherence

relations between text and images: “visible”, where

the caption talks about what is in the image; “sub-

jective,” where the caption contains the speaker’s

reaction, such as “happy dog having fun at the

beach”; “meta,” in which the caption answers when,

where, and how questions about the image as in

“photo taken midday to be used in an advertise-

ment”; and finally “story,” where the caption de-

scribes free-standing circumstances depicted in

the image, such as “dog exploring the new water

park on its opening day” (Figures 1 and 2).

We describe experiments both for comprehen-

sion and production. We use two setups in our ex-

periments when people are processing multimodal

documents and answering questions: one using

Augmented Reality goggles (Microsoft HoloLens

2) and another using webcam-based eye trackers.

To this end, our contributions are as follows:

1. We show that eye gaze patterns change un-

der different coherence relations and verify in

situ that there are individual differences in eye

gaze patterns.

2. We investigate different eye gaze pattern rep-

resentation techniques for multimodal settings.

These also include testing Large Language

Models and how they can represent the con-

nection between eye gaze and discourse co-

herence.

3. We introduce an algorithm to rank eye gaze

patterns and a visualization tool based on it.

2. Related Work

It is well-researched that attention to different por-

tions of the image is correlated with eye gaze fixa-

tions and saccades. Different lines of work inves-

tigated how the brain decides where to point the

eyes (Deubel and Schneider, 1996; Fluharty et al.,

2016), how the oculomotor control happens with

spatial attention (Chelazzi et al., 1995), and how do

saccades happen in the presence of salient visu-

ospatial objects(Hoffman and Subramaniam, 1995;

Kowler et al., 1995). Research has also been quan-

tifying individual differences in human eye gaze for

the same task, such as face recognition (Rogers

et al., 2018; Mehoudar et al., 2014; Peterson and

Eckstein, 2013). Yet, none of these have looked

at the relationship between discourse coherence

and eye gaze patterns which we are focusing on

in this work.

Multiple lines of research have employed eye

gaze as an indicator of cognitive processing of multi-

modal information. Most of the literature focuses on

collecting datasets on participants’ eye gaze while

doing various visual or linguistic tasks. For exam-

ple, in Recasens∗ et al. (2015); Chen et al. (2021),

participants are asked to find particular objects in

the image and follow the person’s gaze in the im-

age, or in Baran et al. (2007), where participants

solve tangram puzzles. Spanger et al. (2012) cre-

ate an eye-tracking dataset for Japanese referring

expressions in dialogues while solving tangrams.

Some more research has focused on eye tracking

in a multimodal context, such as in Kontogiorgos

et al. (2018, 2020) on multiparty IKEA instruction

following. Hakkani-Tür et al. (2014) use eye track-

ing for language understanding in multimodal di-

alogue. Yu et al. (2021) use eye tracking to de-

tect infant reference resolution learning. Vertegaal

et al. (2001) investigate directional cues from the

speaker’s gaze. Even though all of these explore

changes in eye gaze patterns in various multimodal

tasks, none of them incorporate computational lin-

guistics and discourse coherence theories with eye

gaze, which we do in this paper.

In the field of computational linguistics, some

works focus on discourse coherence in various

modalities such as gestures (Lascarides and Stone,

2009), pointing action (Stojnic et al., 2013), image-

text pairs (Alikhani et al., 2020), recipes (Alikhani

et al., 2019), and film (Cumming et al., 2017). There

has also been some eye gaze pattern analysis dur-

ing image caption production. For instance, van

Miltenburg et al. (2018) create a large dataset on

eye tracking during free viewing and production of

captions in Dutch for images from the MS COCO

dataset, and Takmaz et al. (2020) align eye gaze

and word embeddings for better description gen-

eration for images. The findings of these papers
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show the role of eye gaze in caption production.

Yet, no work primes participants to produce differ-

ent captions with various information goals. For the

first time in this paper, we explore eye gaze and its

connections to discourse coherence.

3. Method

We design eye-tracking experiments both in an aug-

mented reality setup and a webcam-based setup to

test how eye gaze patterns are influenced by differ-

ent cross-modal coherence relations between an

image and its caption. There are two experimental

procedures: coherence relation identification and

caption production.

3.1. Participants

For all of the experiments, 20 participants have

been recruited according to the rules and regula-

tions of our institution’s human-subject board. Aug-

mented reality-based experiments had 13 partici-

pants, while webcam-based experiments had 10

participants. The first participant cohort consists of

graduate students familiar with NLP experiments

and annotation schemes or are in STEM Ph.D. pro-

grams. 75% of the participants had prior experi-

ence with augmented or virtual reality. 90% of the

participants were either bilingual or knewmore than

one language, 66.7% of the participants spoke flu-

ent English, and 25%were native English speakers.

The second cohort has a similar demographic dis-

tribution, with the exception of 2 participants who

are not in STEM Ph.D. programs.

3.2. Experimental Setup

This section describes two different setups we em-

ployed to collect human eye gaze: an Augmented

Reality setup and a Webcam-based setup. Our

institution’s IRB has approved these experiments.

3.2.1. Augmented Reality Setup

Ten images are chosen from theMSCOCO dataset

(Lin et al., 2014). These images are selected based

on their complexity levels, the subject’s centrality,

and the existence of animate and inanimate objects.

The Appendix Figure 7 shows all the used images.

We set up the experiment using augmented reality

with Microsoft HoloLens 2; this setup is depicted in

Figure 3. The user interface that the participants

see through the lenses contains three major panes:

the image, text, and control buttons. The user inter-

face has control buttons to navigate the samples

in the experiment by going back or continuing to

the following sample. The text contains instructions

and additional information about various coherence

relation classes and their definitions. Table 1 gives

Figure 3: This is a diagrammatic depiction of the

augmented reality setup through which the images

and the text are seen, and the experimentee’s eye

gaze has been recorded.

the definitions of coherence relations. The user

interface elements are presented as an interactive

“hologram” that participants can manipulate using

their hands with a tapping gesture. For eye track-

ing purposes, each participant had eye calibration

done automatically by HoloLens before the start of

the experiment. In this setup, eye gaze locations

are logged when there is a change in the location,

on average this corresponds to 200ms intervals,

resulting in over ∼1500 datapoints per sample.

3.2.2. Webcam Eye Tracker Setup

For the webcam-based eye tracking, we employ

the open source library called webgazer.js1. We

collect the same samples described in § 3.2.1 from

10 individuals. Instead of using HoloLens, we use

the participant’s computer’s webcam. We deploy a

website2, and participants join an online videomeet-

ing session and share their screen while recording

their eye gaze. The user interface contains an im-

age, a text section, and navigation buttons. There

are additional buttons for eye calibration controls

and downloading the tracked gaze data. In this

setup, eye gaze locations are logged every 10 ms,

resulting in over ∼2500 datapoints per sample.

3.3. Experimental Procedures

We designed two experiments to test the eye gaze

pattern changes based on comprehension and pro-

duction using coherence relations in a multimodal

setting. In the first one, participants choose the

coherence relation class given an image and a cap-

tion. In the second, they produce a caption given

1https://webgazer.cs.brown.edu/
2https://merterm.github.io/

eye-gaze-coherence-website/

https://webgazer.cs.brown.edu/
https://merterm.github.io/eye-gaze-coherence-website/
https://merterm.github.io/eye-gaze-coherence-website/
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the coherence relations and an image.

Coherence Label Definition

Action

The text describes a process

and the image shows a

moment in that process.

Result

The text describes an action

and the result of the

action is in the image.

Illustration

Relations from part of

the description to a

particular image region.

Exemplification

Visual information often

shows just one case of a

generalization presented

in accompanying text.

Visible
The text presents information

about what is in the image.

Subjective
The text contains the speaker’s

reaction to the image

Story

The text describes free-standing

circumstances depicted in

the image

Meta

Text talks about production

and presentation of the image.

When, where, how questions

are answered.

Table 1: Names and definitions of different coher-

ence relation categories for image and text pairs.

3.3.1. Experiment 1: Coherence Label

Identification

The participant annotates image and caption pairs

from 8 total coherence relations (as given in Ta-

ble 1). At each sample, the participant is provided

with the definitions of the coherence labels and

asked to look at the image and the caption and

choose the most relevant coherence relation from

the given labels. The participant can select mul-

tiple relations but is encouraged to pick the most

relevant one. Their selection is recorded and com-

pared with other participants.

3.3.2. Experiment 2: Caption Production

This experiment measures the difference in eye

gaze patterns when the participants are given the

same image and asked to produce a caption primed

under different coherence relations.

The participants produce captions for the given

image. There are four samples with the same im-

age. For each sample, the participant is primed

using a different coherence relation. They read

the definition of a coherence relation and then are

asked to come up with a caption that holds that co-

herence relation for the given image. After the par-

ticipant is done observing the image, they verbally

provide a caption. The experimenters note down

these captions. Across both setups, 92 captions

are produced by all the participants for one image,

with 13 captions per coherence relation. There are

166 produced text samples in total. Due to soft-

ware recording errors, 3 of the participant’s eye

gaze locations were discarded in the augmented

reality setup. Also, for the webcam-based setup, 1

of the participant’s eye gaze were discarded due

to a system error.

3.4. Data Processing Procedure

Eye gaze data contains systematic noise that can-

not be eliminated during data collection. It is also

inherently not possible to compare eye gaze move-

ments between participants without a normalization

procedure. For this reason, we process the raw

data and weigh it using scores given to each partic-

ipant and get normalized gaze fixations, which are

extended durations of stable eye gaze at a specific

location. This section introduces our ranked se-

mantic gaze pattern representation technique and

semantic entity-based gaze maps.

3.4.1. Participant Scoring & Gaze Fixations

First, because each participant annotates the

image-caption pair sample with a coherence la-

bel, there is a broad probability of having multiple

coherence labels for a single sample by multiple

participants. To compare annotations in this vari-

able setting, we score each participant’s annota-

tion success per sample and category of coher-

ence relation. Here, we assign each sample a gold

standard coherence label and a coefficient corre-

sponding to how much it depicts that coherence

relation label (e.g., for sample 8: ”how to spend a

day,” we have subjective with 0.3 and story with

0.7) If the participant chooses a coherence relation

from the gold standard for all the samples, they re-

ceive the corresponding coefficient as their score.

For instance, KA scored 0.3 to sample 8 because

they answered subjective for their annotation. The

maximum score is 1 for each sample for every par-

ticipant. Appendix C gives all the scores for each

participant. This is the first step of the weighing

mechanism to calculate the normalized eye gaze

fixations.

Then, we aggregate these results based on the

coherence labels to assess the participants’ per-

formance across coherence labels. To do this, we

sum all the coefficients in the previous analysis for

each coherence sample. In essence, this provides

a weight for our sample set, as the distribution of

each coherence label in our collected annotation

set is not uniform. Hence, we establish a maxi-

mum possible weight for each coherence label that

each participant can get per coherence relation la-
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bel. These coefficients are given in Table 5. With

this calculation in place, we can now normalize the

eye gaze durations of participants, as shown in the

vertical axis of Figure 4.

For further preliminary data processing, we also

show the eye gaze durations in the image and text

portions of the user interface for this annotation

task. In addition, we calculate the number of transi-

tions between the image and text regions of the eye

gaze. The plots for these are given in Appendix B.

Pattern Ranked Entities

H1 Horse→ Sky→ Human→ Hedge

H2 Horse→ Human→ Sky→ Hedge

H3 Horse→ Sky→ Hedge→ Human

H4 Horse→ Hedge→ Sky→ Human

H5 Horse→ Hedge→ Human→ Sky

H6 Hedge→ Human→ Horse→ Sky

S1 Sky→ Horse→ Human→ Hedge

S2 Sky→ Horse→ Hedge→ Human

S3 Sky→ Human→ Horse→ Hedge

Visible Subj. Meta Story

H1, H2,

S1

H1, H3,

H4,

S1, S2

H3, H4,

H5, H6,

S1, S2, S3

H1, H2, H3,

H4, H5,

S1, S2

Table 2: This table shows the different patterns for

each subject for each given coherence relation for

image 1 containing the horse and a jockey. This

table shows a significant pattern difference across

coherence relations (p = 0.003).

Algorithm 1 Gaze Pattern Ranking

P ← [ ]

t← eye gaze durations on image I
for entity i in image I do

ti ←eye gaze duration per pixel in Oi

Oi ← AVERAGE(ti)

for participant j do
Pj ← DESCENDING-SORT(O)

return P

3.4.2. Ranked Semantic Gaze Pattern

Representation

We introduce a new eye gaze pattern represen-

tation technique, which we call ”ranked gaze pat-

terns.” Using this method, we can represent sac-

cade patterns based on the time spent on the en-

tity in an image and rank them. This can only be

performed in a multimodal setting that contains im-

ages and text. The steps to rank semantic gaze

patterns are in Algorithm 1. The technique is used

to rank the duration spent on an object Oi in a

given image, I, then rank these durations across

all the possible entities (i...n ∈ I). This results in
a Pj : Oi → ...→ On pattern. The maximum num-

ber of ranked patterns, (n(Pj)), that can exist in

an image is given by the permutation of the total

number of entities in I. In this setting, if a pattern is
considered a graph, then no cycles or repetitions

exist, as each object, Oi, is used only once. This

allows us to have a new comparative method of

measuring saliency in multimodal communication

systems using eye gaze and better comparisons

between independent variables.

3.4.3. Semantic Entity-based Gaze Maps

We propose a new method of automatically aggre-

gating eye gaze into objects in the images; this

allows us to see how much human attention is fo-

cused on the specific objects instead of point-based

eye gaze hit vectors. To accomplish this, we first

run a semantic segmentation model called DEtec-

tion TRansformer (DETR) (Carion et al., 2020)3

which is trained on the MS COCO 2017 panoptic

dataset on the images that we chose to detect the

category of object that each pixel belongs to. Then,

we aggregate all the eye gaze pixels that are hit

on these objects under one object and produce

heatmaps of these. In Figure 7, we show these

heatmaps of semantically segmented input stimuli

for one participant. There are four heatmaps for

each coherence relation, and the image is seg-

mented according to the object pixels in it into

semantic categories such as “Horse”, “Human,”

“Hedge,” “Sky,” “Dog,” and “Tree.” In the visible

category, there is a more prolonged fixation on the

central subject in the image and scanning of ex-

ternal objects. At the same time, in meta, there is

more eye gaze fixation on the surroundings com-

pared to any other entity. We provide a Python

package to plot semantic entity-based gaze maps

at this URL: https://github.com/Merterm/
eye-gaze-coherence.

4. Results

In this section, we present the results of our experi-

ments to test the hypothesis that the eye gaze fixa-

tion on semantically segmented portions of the im-

age changes based on coherence relations. First,

we present raw eye gaze fixation durations for each

semantic region of the image by all the participants;

then, we analyze the distribution of ranked gaze

pattern durations for each coherence relation. Fi-

nally, we present subject-specific regional eye gaze

heatmaps for the image and the captions that they

have produced.

3We used the Huggingface implementation that

is retrieved from https://huggingface.co/
facebook/detr-resnet-50-panoptic.

https://github.com/Merterm/eye-gaze-coherence
https://github.com/Merterm/eye-gaze-coherence
https://huggingface.co/facebook/detr-resnet-50-panoptic
https://huggingface.co/facebook/detr-resnet-50-panoptic
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Figure 4: This figure is a bar plot of the eye gaze fixation averages of each participant in the image,

showing the individual differences. Different data series represent the coherence relations the participants

were primed with. All 10 participants were asked to write visible, subjective, meta, and story captions for

the same image for ten images. The semantic segmentation categories in the image are pixel-based

boundaries. The durations are normalized according to the total time spent by the participant on the

sample. The eye gaze durations are recorded in milliseconds. Error bars show the variance of the

durations per participant in each coherence category for different image regions.

Figure 5: This figure shows the results for the comprehension task. All of the plots show the change in

the participants’ eye gaze durations on the image portion across all nine samples in the comprehension

task. The leftmost panel shows the data collected with the webcam-based setup, the middle panel shows

the data for the HoloLens setup, and the rightmost panel shows the same HoloLens data with weights

using participant scoring. Each colored line represents a participant. It is observable that during the

comprehension of different samples with multiple coherence relations, eye gaze behavior changes across

samples.

4.1. Coherence Relations & Raw Eye Gaze

Durations

In Figure 4, we present the raw data for eye gaze fix-

ation durations for each participant per coherence

category, averaged across different regions in the

images. These durations are normalized according

to each participant’s total time looking at the stim-

uli. For each subject, the duration spent on fixating

on each object is different, which is expected as

the eye gaze is subject-specific; two-way ANOVA

shows statistical significance with p << 0.001 for
between-subjects eye gaze durations with coher-

ence relations as the independent variable. It is

also evident and expected that the eye gaze fixa-

tion durations differ between different objects in the

image. It is also tested with two-way ANOVA for

statistical significance with p << 0.001. These re-

sults show that different participants have different

eye gaze durations per object. Also, participants’

durations on each object are significantly different.

4.2. Webcam & AR during Comprehension

We present comparative results between the web-

cam and HoloLens setups for the comprehension

task in Figure 5. The first two plots clearly show a

difference in the measurement quality between AR

and webcam setups. Either setup shows that there

are differences across samples in terms of the gaze

durations on the image portion. Students’ t-tests

on samples 2 and 7, as well as those on samples 8
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Figure 6: This plot shows the distribution of ranked gaze patterns for four different coherence relations

(visible, subjective,meta, story). Different eye gaze patterns are given in the horizontal axis, for which their

ranks decide the order. The longer the eye gaze of the participant fixates on a given semantic category

(for instance, horse), the higher its rank becomes. In a ranked order of Horse→Sky→Human→Hedge,

the participant’s eye gaze has the longest fixation on the Horse, then the Sky, then the Human, and finally,

the Hedge. The vertical axis shows the count of these patterns among the participants.

and 9, show weak statistical significance (p = 0.07)
across all participants and for both setups. The first

set of samples corresponds to different coherence

relations and different image objects, and the sec-

ond set of samples corresponds to the same gold

standard coherence relations and similar image

objects. This shows that the eye gaze behavior

inflicted upon the image changes during compre-

hension under different information goals.

4.3. Coherence Influences Gaze Patterns

During production, the subjects have different eye

gaze pattern distributions under different coher-

ence relation categories (see Figure 6). It is impor-

tant to note that the eye gaze patterns significantly

change, not the duration of the gaze. Raw eye

gaze durations do not yield statistically significant

results–i.e., testing whether there is a change be-

tween the duration of fixation on “Hedge” in Visible

versus that of the “Hedge” in Subjective. (Two-

way repeated measures ANOVA shows no statisti-

cal significance with p = 0.16 for the “Sky” region,

p = 0.96 for the “Horse” region, p = 0.83 for the

“Human” region, and p = 0.12 for the “Hedge” re-

gion). This is expected as the eye gaze durations

are person-specific and may not be generalized

over a population.

On the other hand, there is statistical significance

in the difference of ranked gaze patterns between

different coherence relations (two-way repeated-

measures ANOVA, with p = 0.003). In other words,

the patterns of eye gaze change based on the co-

herence relations instead of raw fixation durations.

We present a plot of the distribution of the ranked

gaze patterns in Figure 6 for an image with the

HoloLens setup. To get this plot, we use the ranked

gaze patterns given in Table 2 and the gaze pat-

tern ranking algorithm mentioned in § 3.4.2. It is

clearly visible in Figure 6 that each coherence rela-

tion category has a different rank ordering for the

objects.

5. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the implications of the

results presented in the previous section. First, our

raw gaze duration data shows that eye gaze behav-

iors change between subjects, which is statistically

significant. Also, different areas in an image re-

ceive significantly different gaze durations. This

is consistent with the personalized nature of eye

gaze patterns of humans as discussed in Rogers

et al. (2018). Previously, this was tested in con-

trolled environments under laboratory conditions;

however, with this work, we show that eye gaze

behavior is personalized in situ during multimodal

comprehension and production tasks. This has

implications for multimodal augmented reality sys-

tems with eye-tracking capabilities, where applying

this finding allows more personalized reference res-

olution, ambiguity detection, and better multimodal

interactions in an embodied and spatial medium.

We also show that priming participants change

the ranked gaze patterns, which we calculate with

a novel approach and algorithm. It is noted that

the changes in gaze duration are insignificant be-
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Visible Subjective Meta Story

Jockey on a horse jumping

over a steeple

Jockey on a well-groomed

horse jumping over a

steeple

A jockey on a horse jump-

ing over a steeple during

the day

Sea Biscuit won the

steeple race

It’s a dog on a grass field

looking at the camera

It’s a very happy-looking

dog starting to run

The image appears to be

vague and captured by a

cellphone

The dog is taken to a walk

in the afternoon

Dog is on a beach beside

a pool with a bunch of peo-

ple standing next to it

The dog seems to be very

happy on its own

The picture seems to be

taken through a cell phone,

casually

The whole family went to

the beach for the weekend

A woman in red dress with

a bird on her shoulder in

the woods

It is cold weather, and the

woman is not afraid of the

cold

This image seems to be

taken by a professional

photographer

Seems to be a medieval

time with a woman ventur-

ing into the woods

Figure 7: This figure shows images partitioned into different sections using semantic segmentation. This

showcases semantic entity-based gaze maps and the gaze pattern ranking algorithm for a user’s attention

duration on specific objects in the picture compared to the caption they have produced for the given

coherence relation category. Photo credits from top-to-bottom: Blue Destiny / Alamy Stock Photo; Jeff

Kravitz/FilmMagic/GettyImages; GoPro; YesVideo from Alikhani et al. (2020).

tween specific regions in the image across different

coherence relation categories. However, they are

statistically significant when the eye gaze durations

are ranked across areas, and these patterns are

observed across coherence relations as shown in

Table 2. This may be due to the complex depen-

dence of image objects on each other that cannot

be separately analyzed for their durations. This

change in ranked duration gives rise to a distri-

bution of patterns, as shown in Figure 6. It can

be observed that the distribution for visible is dif-

ferent from subjective, meta, and story relations.

Meta and subjective distributions of patterns are

the most similar to each other, which may be due to

the additional information needed to provide a story

answering some meta questions, such as “when”,

“where,” and “how.” It can be observed that in the

visible coherence relation, “hedge” is always the
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slightest gaze receiving component of the image.

In meta only, patterns that contain “sky-human” and

“hedge-human” receive the most attention, which

suggests a connection of eye gaze to the setting

and the actors in the image.

These differences between coherence relations

can be visually inspected in Figure 7. Two signifi-

cant clusters exist: one where the surrounding is

attended to, and the other where the central and

local objects are attended to. In meta and subjec-

tive, which fall into the surround-attention cluster,

participants look at the sky to decipher the time of

the day. For story, there is a more extended fixa-

tion on the central subject compared to the other

objects; for instance, the participant can disam-

biguate “Sea Biscuit”, which refers to the horse,

and consequently fixates longer on the horse.

It can also be observed that the pixel count per

object affects the statistical significance, and as the

area gets smaller, the result becomes statistically

less significant. This can be prevented by normaliz-

ing the results again according to the region’s pixel

count, which creates additional constraints. Ulti-

mately, raw eye gaze durations on an object do not

generalize across individuals under different condi-

tions, but eye gaze patterns do. This demonstrates

that eye gaze is not a simple probe for comparing

regions on an image.

6. Case Study: Gaze & Coherence

Prediction with Large Language

Models

In addition to the relationship between human

eye gaze patterns and coherence relations, we

also do a case study on Multimodal Large Lan-

guage Models (MMLMs). As these models are pre-

trained on large-scale online data, prompting them

gives a glimpse of a larger scale of the relation-

ship between eye gaze and coherence relations.

We prompt multiple proprietary and open-source

MMLMs (Claude 3 Sonnet, Gemini 1.5, LLaVA v1.6

34B 4bit-quantized) with the same experimental

setup as described in section § 3.2. In addition,

we ask the model to give a possible eye gaze pat-

tern accompanying its answers. We give the full

responses by the MMLMs for these in Appendix D.

Qualitatively, it can be claimed that the models

demonstrate reasonable predictions for eye gaze

patterns and how they might change between dif-

ferent coherence relation classes. The answers

that all the models give are strikingly similar to each

other in terms of the eye gaze patterns and the way

they present the information. This may be due to

the pretraining data having some eye-gaze-related

sources. It can also be observed that the eye gaze

patterns that are described are similar across differ-

ent coherence relations. It is inconclusive whether

MMLMs have the capability to map the relation-

ship between multiple modalities of images, text,

and eye gaze dynamically with different coherence

relations for various information goals. Yet, they

do show signs of representing human eye gaze

patterns accurately.

7. Limitations

The main limitation of our study is the size of the

collected data and the number of tasks. Our partic-

ipant pool size is small, and the images and their

relations are hand-picked specifically to study the

connection between discourse coherence and eye

gaze patterns. Furthermore, we have only tried

prompting currently available multimodal LLMs.

We have not fine-tuned them. This zero-shot

prompting may not be the best strategy, and for fu-

ture work, eye gaze-specific datasets can be used

to fine-tune multimodal language models.

8. Conclusion

Our research has elucidated the correlations that

exist between eye gaze patterns, images, and tex-

tual content. This finding opens up avenues for

advancing applications across diverse domains,

including multimodal interactive systems and em-

bodied agents. Furthermore, we’ve uncovered

insights into how accommodating individual vari-

ances in eye gaze patterns can enhance AI’s

decision-making processes. Notably, our observa-

tions suggest that LLMs capable of predicting eye

gaze behaviors hold considerable promise. These

models could be pivotal in refining AI reasoning.

We make our code and analysis tools available and

hope that this will encourage the community to use

eye gaze to make better use of context.

For future work, we will expand our investigations

to encompass instruction-following and dialogue

systems. Our methodology will not only shed light

on the intricate dynamics between context and mul-

timodal comprehension and production processes

but also present enhanced techniques for examin-

ing these interactions.

9. Ethics Statement

All participants signed a consent form and willfully

participated in the experiments. Our experimen-

tal design has followed the rules and regulations

set forth by our Institutional Review Board (IRB).

We are using MMLLMs, and we acknowledge that

these models and their data can be biased. We did

not use methods to account for this bias.
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A. MS COCO Images

We present all the images that have been pre-

sented to the participants in Table 3.

Table 3: This figure shows all the MS COCO im-

ages that were used in the experiments. Photo

credits from top-to-bottom and left-to-right: first

three images are from Kate Kelly/AmericasTestK-

itchen; TinnaPong; Gary Soup; Sok Chien Lim;

YesVideo; GoPro; Jeff Kravitz/FilmMagic/Getty-

Images; Blue Destiny / Alamy Stock Photo from

Alikhani et al. (2020).

B. Image and Text Region Eye Gaze

Durations & Transition Counts

We show the eye gaze fixation durations con-

strained to specific regions of modality in the user’s

vision in Figure 8.

Figure 8: This figure shows the eye gaze fixation

durations averaged over the regions of the user

interface. The first plot from the top shows the

participants’ eye gaze durations within the image

regions. The second shows the participants’ eye

gaze fixations within the text pane. Finally, the

last plot shows the transitions between these two

regions. This shows how the movements were con-

tained within different panes and when participants

moved back and forth between them. It is to show

if there are any correlations between a specific co-

herence relation and a regional fixation duration.
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Samples
Participants

KA AOA AS SH JM AR QC TCC PG MEU YZ MB YDS

1 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.0 0.3 0.3

2 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.3 0.0

3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.3

4 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.3

5 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.0 0.7 1.0 1.0 0.7 0.3

6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.3 0.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0

7 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5

8 0.3 0.7 1.0 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.3 0.7 1.0 0.7 1.0 0.0

9 0.4 1.0 1.0 0.6 0.4 1.0 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.4

Average 0.43 0.61 0.65 0.46 0.50 0.51 0.48 0.28 0.43 0.84 0.89 0.71 0.23

Table 4: This table shows participants’ scores based on the gold standard coherence relation answers for

the given image.

Coherence

Labels

Participants

Ground Truth KA AOA AS SH JM AR QC TCC PG MEU YZ MB YDS

Action 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.6 0.6

Illustration 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.3 0.0

Exemplification 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0

Result 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0

Visible 2.2 1.9 1.2 1.9 0.7 2.2 1.9 1.9 1.5 1.7 2.2 2.2 2.2 0.0

Meta 1.1 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.1 1.1 0.3 1.1

Subjective 1.4 1.4 1.1 1.4 0.7 0.7 1.1 1.1 0.7 0.4 1.4 1.1 1.4 0.4

Story 1.3 0.0 1.3 1.3 1.3 0.0 1.3 0.7 0.0 0.7 1.3 1.3 1.3 0.0

Average 1.1 0.44 0.63 0.67 0.47 0.51 0.52 0.49 0.28 0.44 0.86 0.90 0.69 0.24

Table 5: This table shows the final coherence-level coefficients for calculating normalized fixation durations.

This step is crucial in normalizing the eye movements, as the raw data is noisy, and participant-level

differences can only be accommodated with such normalization techniques.

C. Participant Scores Table

In Table 4, we show the final scoring for each par-

ticipant. In Table 5, we show the participant scores

for specific coherence categories.

D. MMLM Responses

Claude3 Sonnet Here are the responses to 13

of the samples by the Claude3 Sonnet public API:

• Sample 1:

Answer: Action Eye Gaze Pattern: ”Possible

eye gaze patterns of a human looking at this

image and caption pair could include:

1. Reading the caption first to understand the

instructions. 2. Fixating on the peach in the

hand to relate it to the caption. 3. Shifting

gaze to the knife making the incision, as men-

tioned in the caption. 4. Scanning back and

forth between the caption and the image to

confirm the alignment between the text and

visual information. 5. Focusing on the hand

and knife motion to grasp the specific action

being described. 6. Re-reading parts of the

caption while observing the corresponding vi-

sual elements.

The eye movements would likely involve fre-

quent transitions between the caption and rel-

evant regions of the image, with extended fix-

ations on the peach, knife, and hand positions

to fully comprehend the action being depicted

and its coherence with the textual instructions.”

• Sample 2:

Answer: Action Eye Gaze Pattern:”Possible

human eye gaze patterns on this image and

caption pair could be:

1. Initial fixation on the vibrant red mixture in

the large bowl, catching attention. 2. Shifting

gaze to the smaller bowl filled with the same

red mixture, making a visual connection be-

tween the two containers. 3. Looking back at

the large bowl, potentially scanning for details

or tools that could aid in the transfer process

described in the caption. 4. Glancing at the

spoon or utensil next to the smaller bowl, asso-

ciating it with the transfer action mentioned. 5.
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Re-reading the caption, with gaze shifting be-

tween the text and relevant areas of the image

to reinforce the described process. 6. Final

gaze resting on the larger bowl, imagining or

anticipating the next step of transferring the

mixture as per the instructions.

The eye movements would likely oscillate be-

tween the text caption and relevant visual ele-

ments like the containers, utensils, and themix-

ture itself, trying to establish connections and

comprehend the described action process.”

• Sample 3:

Answer: ActionEyeGaze Pattern: ”Themost

appropriate coherence relation for the given

image and caption is Action - ””Text describes

a process and the image shows a moment in

that process.””

The caption provides instructions for peeling

peaches, describing the specific action of us-

ing a paring knife to remove strips of loosened

peel from the base of each peach. The image

depicts someone’s hands holding a peach and

what appears to be a paring knife or similar

tool, capturing a moment within that described

peeling process.

Possible eye gaze patterns for a human look-

ing at this image-caption pair could include:

1. Initially fixating on the peach being held to

understand the subject of the image. 2. Shift-

ing gaze to the knife or tool in the other hand to

connect it with the ””paring knife”” mentioned

in the caption. 3. Moving back and forth be-

tween the peach and the knife to associate

the two elements with the described action of

removing peel strips. 4. Briefly scanning the

caption text to reinforce the instructional con-

text. 5. Revisiting specific areas of the peach,

like the base mentioned as the starting point,

to visualize the stated action. 6. Potentially

glancing at the person’s hands or fingers to ob-

serve their grip and positioning for the peeling

technique.

The eye movements would likely involve fo-

cused attention on the relevant visual ele-

ments corresponding to the key components

described in the caption, allowing the human to

mentally simulate and understand the peeling

process being conveyed.”

• Sample 4:

Answer: Visible Eye Gaze Pattern: ”Regard-

ing eye gaze patterns, when presented with

this image-caption pair, a human would likely

follow these patterns:

1. Initially scan the entire image to take in

the different food items present. 2. Focus on

the large pizza in the center, as it is the most

visually prominent item corresponding to the

caption. 3. Briefly glance at the burger, fries,

and ribs on the side to confirm they are not the

subject of the caption. 4. Re-focus on the de-

tails of the pizza, examining its toppings, crust,

and overall appearance. 5. Cross-reference

between the image and caption to reinforce

the connection.

The Visible relation typically leads to an eye

gaze pattern that concentrates on the specific

visual element(s) directly referenced in the ac-

companying text, in this case, the pizza itself.”

• Sample 5:

Answer: Visible Eye Gaze Pattern: ”Possible

eye gaze patterns of a human looking at this

image and caption pair could include:

1. Initially scanning the image to get an over-

all understanding of the scene. 2. Focusing

on the food truck and reading the text on its

side to verify it is indeed a food truck selling

sandwiches and soups. 3. Looking at the peo-

ple standing near the truck, possibly trying to

identify details like their postures or actions.

4. Re-reading the caption and referring back

to the image to confirm the caption accurately

represents the main elements. 5. Potentially

revisiting specific regions of interest, like the

menu board or any eye-catching details on the

truck’s exterior.

The coherence relation of visible informa-

tion typically leads viewers to scan the im-

age thoroughly, verify the caption’s accuracy

against the visual content, and potentially re-

visit salient regions to gather more details sup-

porting the caption’s description.”

• Sample 6:

Answer: Illustration Eye Gaze Pattern: ”Re-

garding possible human eye gaze patterns

when viewing this image and caption pair:

1) Initial gaze would likely be drawn to the

chairs mentioned in the caption, as they are vi-

sually prominent objects catching attention. 2)

Eyes may then scan across the interior space

of the room/tent setting, taking in other de-

tails like the lamps, chest, windows, and stone

walls. 3) The gaze could revisit the chairs

repeatedly, trying to evaluate and appreciate

the qualities that make them ””beautiful”” as

described. 4) There may be some back-and-

forth between reading the short caption and

inspecting the corresponding visual elements

it references (the chairs and room). 5) After

processing the direct caption-image relation-

ship, the viewer’s gaze could explore other
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aspects not explicitly stated, like the outdoor

scenery visible through the windows.

The straightforward caption succinctly high-

lights a particular visual element, so the gaze

patterns would likely show focused attention

on illustrating and interpreting the ””beautiful

chairs in a room”” as described.”

• Sample 7:

Answer: Visible Eye Gaze Pattern: ”Re-

garding possible eye gaze patterns, a human

viewer would likely:

1. Initially focus on the central figure of the

woman in the red dress, as she is the most

prominent and eye-catching element in the

image. 2. Then scan the surrounding forest

environment, taking in the snow-covered trees

and the falling snow. 3. Notice the contrast-

ing colors, with the bright red dress standing

out against the muted, cool tones of the wintry

forest. 4. Potentially look for additional details

like the black bird perched on the woman’s

shoulder or any other subtle elements in the

background. 5. Finally, their gaze may re-

visit the woman’s figure, facial expression, and

dress details after taking in the overall scene.

The straightforward caption aligns well with

the visible contents of the image, guiding the

viewer’s attention to the key subject matter

without introducing additional narrative or con-

text beyond what is visually present.”

• Sample 8:

Answer: Exemplification Eye Gaze Pattern:

”The likely eye gaze patterns for a human look-

ing at this image and caption pair would in-

volve:

1. Initial attention drawn to the dog walking

on the poolside, as it is the most prominent

and eye-catching element in the image. 2.

Gaze shifting to the large inflatable pool toys

in the foreground, trying to relate them to the

concept of ””how to spend a day””. 3. Scan-

ning the background elements like the signage

and people standing around the pool area to

gather additional context. 4. Revisiting the

dog and pool toys, attempting to construct a

narrative or scenario that aligns with the cap-

tion’s suggestion of spending a leisurely day.

5. Potentially looking back and forth between

the caption and relevant image regions to re-

inforce the connection between the text and

visual elements.

The eye gaze is likely to be dynamic, moving

between the distinct objects and background

details, as the human viewer tries to recon-

cile the general caption with the specific visual

example depicted in the image.”

• Sample 9:

Answer: Subjective Eye Gaze Pattern: ”As

for the possible eye gaze patterns of a human

looking at this image and caption pair, they

might follow a sequence like:

1. Initially scan the overall image to take in

the scene. 2. Focus on the dog’s face and

expression, as this is the main subject. 3.

Look at the background details like the grassy

field and outdoor setting. 4. Read the cap-

tion text. 5. Re-focus on the dog’s relaxed

posture and happy expression, connecting it

with the ””beautiful day”” sentiment conveyed

in the caption. 6. Possibly glance back and

forth between the dog and caption a few times

to reinforce the subjective reaction connection.

The dog’s face and the caption text would likely

receive the most attention and eye fixations,

as they are the key elements linking the visual

and textual information through the subjective

coherence relation.”

• Sample 10:

Answer: A skilled equestrian guides their

horse over a hurdle, launching into the air with

a spray of foliage as the horse gracefully navi-

gates the obstacle. Eye Gaze Pattern: ”Pos-

sible eye gaze patterns: 1. Focus on the rider

and horse, drawn by their prominent position-

ing and dynamic motion. 2. Scan across the

hurdle and foliage being disturbed as the horse

leaps over it. 3. Notice the bright red and pink

colors of the rider’s attire contrasting with the

brown horse. 4. Briefly glance at the solid gray

background to appreciate the isolation of the

subject. 5. Revisit areas of particular detail or

motion, like the horse’s powerful legs or the

rider’s balanced posture.”

• Sample 11:

Answer: Soaring Grace: A fearless rider and

their noble steed, captured in a breathtaking

moment as they conquer an imposing obsta-

cle, sending a shower of golden foliage into

the air, a true testament to the unbreakable

bond between human and equine partner. Eye

Gaze Pattern: ”Possible eye gaze patterns

when viewing this image:

1. The eye is initially drawn to the rider and

horse as the central subjects, taking in their dy-

namic pose and the way the horse’s powerful

muscles propel them over the obstacle.

2. The gaze then shifts to the explosion of

golden leaves and branches, creating a dra-
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matic visual effect that captures the motion

and energy of the jump.

3. The eye may then scan the background

details, noting the plain sky that allows the

subjects to stand out.

4. The gaze could revisit the rider’s body po-

sition, the horse’s facial expression, and the

taut reins connecting them, appreciating the

skill and synchronicity required for such a feat.

5. Finally, the eye may linger on the obstacle

itself, taking in the height and angle that the

pair must clear, adding to the sense of daring

and accomplishment conveyed by the image.”

• Sample 12:

Answer: This action-packed photograph cap-

tures the dynamic moment of a skilled eques-

trian rider and their powerful horse gracefully

soaring over a obstacle, sending a cascade of

foliage into the air. The rider’s focused form

and the horse’s athletic stride suggest this im-

age was likely taken during a high-level show

jumping or eventing competition. Eye Gaze

Pattern: ”Possible eye gaze patterns: 1) The

rider’s face and body position, indicating their

concentration and form. 2) The horse’s mus-

cular frame and extension, showcasing its ath-

letic ability. 3) The explosive burst of debris

from the jump, adding drama to the scene. 4)

The jump obstacle itself, a focal point of the

action. 5) The surroundings or background

details that provide context for the event.”

• Sample 13:

Answer: A skilled equestrian guides a power-

ful horse over a hurdle, kicking up a shower

of foliage and debris as they soar through the

air in an exhilarating display of athleticism and

grace. Eye Gaze Pattern: ”Possible eye gaze

patterns: 1) The rider’s focused expression

and riding posture 2) The horse’s muscular

body and determined stride 3) The hurdle be-

ing cleared, with debris exploding outward 4)

The tight crop and dynamic composition, high-

lighting the intense action 5) Scanning the

overall scene to appreciate the frozen moment

of daring athleticism”

Gemini 1.5 Here are the responses by Gemini

public API:

• Sample 1:

Answer: Action Eye Gaze Pattern: ”Here’s a

possible eye gaze pattern for a human looking

at this image and caption pair:

1. **Initially, the person’s eyes would likely

focus on the text to read the instruction.** 2.

**Then, their eyes would move to the image

to see how the action described in the text

is being performed.** Specifically, their gaze

might focus on the following elements in the

image: * The peach being cut * The knife being

used * The person’s hand holding the knife

This eye gaze pattern helps the person under-

stand the relationship between the text and

the image, and how the image illustrates the

step described in the caption.”

• Sample 2:

Answer: Subjective Eye Gaze Pattern:

”When looking at the image and the caption

together, a human’s eye gaze would likely al-

ternate between the sorbet in the bowl and the

text. This is because the text provides an in-

struction related to the food in the image. The

viewer would likely look back and forth to make

sure they understand the recommendation and

how it applies to the pictured sorbet.”

• Sample 3:

Answer: Action Eye Gaze Pattern: ”Here are

some possible eye gaze patterns of a human

looking at this image and caption pair:

* The person may first look at the caption to un-

derstand the task being described. * Then, the

person’s gaze may move between the image

and the caption as they try to match the words

in the caption to the objects and actions in the

image. For example, the person might look

at the word ””paring knife”” in the caption and

then look for the paring knife in the image. *

The person’s gaze may also focus on specific

parts of the image, such as the hands holding

the paring knife, the peach, and the part of the

peach that has already been peeled. This is

because these are the parts of the image that

are most relevant to the action described in

the caption.”

• Sample 4:

Answer: Visible Eye Gaze Pattern: ”When

looking at the image and the caption, a hu-

man’s eye gaze would likely alternate between

the pizza in the image and the word ”pizza” in

the caption, according to the **e) Illustration**

coherence relation. This is because the text

directly refers to a specific part of the image.”

• Sample 5:

Answer: Visible Eye Gaze Pattern: ”**Possi-

ble eye gaze patterns:**

* The viewer’s eye gaze would likely start by

fixating on the **people** in the image, as they

are the most salient objects mentioned in the

caption. * From there, the viewer’s gaze might
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move to the **food truck**, as it is the other

object mentioned in the caption. * The viewer

might also explore the **background** of the

image, but this would depend on the specific

details present and their relevance to the cap-

tion.

It’s important to note that these are just general

possibilities, and individual eye gaze patterns

can vary depending on a number of factors,

such as the viewer’s prior knowledge, their

task or goal, and their personal preferences.”

• Sample 6:

Answer: Illustration Eye Gaze Pattern: ”Here

are the possible eye gaze patterns of a human

looking at this image and caption pair:

* The viewer’s eyes might first move from the

text to the image, specifically focusing on the

chairs in the foreground. This is because the

caption directly mentions the chairs. * The

viewer’s eyes might then scan around the im-

age, taking in other details such as the couch,

table, and trunk. This is because the cap-

tion mentions that the chairs are ””in a room””,

which implies the presence of other furniture.

* The viewer’s eyes might then return to the

caption to re-read it and make sure the image

matches the description.

It is important to note that these are just possi-

ble eye gaze patterns, and individual viewing

experiences may vary.”

• Sample 7:

Answer: Visible Eye Gaze Pattern: ”Here

are the possible eye gaze patterns of a human

looking at this image and caption pair:

* The viewer’s gaze might first move to the girl,

as she is likely the most salient object in the

scene. * Gaze might then shift to other ele-

ments of the image, such as the trees, snow, or

any other objects that stand out. * The viewer

might revisit the girl and other elements of the

scene to create a mental picture of the winter

forest. * The gaze patternsmight be influenced

by the viewer’s individual interests and experi-

ences with winter forests. ”

• Sample 8:

Answer: Exemplification Eye Gaze Pattern:

”**Possible eye gaze patterns:**

* **Initial scan:** The viewer’s eyes would likely

first **scan the entire image** to get a general

sense of the scene and activities depicted. *

**Focus on specific objects:** Based on the

initial scan, the viewer’s eyes might then **fo-

cus on specific objects or areas** that seem

relevant to spending a day, such as: * **Ac-

tivities:** Playing sports, reading a book, go-

ing to the beach, etc. * **Companions:** Peo-

ple spending time together, families enjoying

an outing, etc. * **Locations:** Parks, cafes,

beaches, etc. * **Back and forth:** The viewer

might then **shift their gaze back and forth**

between the image and the caption, poten-

tially revisiting parts of the image that seem

particularly relevant to the general concept of

spending a day.

The specific objects and areas of focus would

depend on the **individual viewer’s interests

and experiences**.

It’s important to note that these are just **pos-

sible patterns** and actual eye gaze behavior

can vary significantly among individuals. ”

• Sample 9:

Answer: Visible Eye Gaze Pattern: ”Here are

some possible eye gaze patterns of a human

looking at this image and caption pair:

* The viewer’s gaze might first move around

the image, taking in the overall scene, includ-

ing the dog, the grass, and the sky. * The

viewer’s gaze might then focus on specific el-

ements mentioned in the caption, such as the

dog and the sky. * The viewer might also look

back and forth between the image and the cap-

tion to make connections between the visual

information and the textual description.

It’s important to note that these are just possi-

ble eye gaze patterns, and individual viewing

experiences may vary.”

• Sample 10:

Answer: Sorry, I can’t help with images of

people yet. Eye Gaze Pattern: Sorry, I can’t

help with images of people yet.

• Sample 11:

Answer: Sorry, I can’t help with images of

people yet. Eye Gaze Pattern: Sorry, I can’t

help with images of people yet.

• Sample 12:

Answer: Sorry, I can’t help with images of

people yet. Eye Gaze Pattern: Sorry, I can’t

help with images of people yet.

• Sample 13:

Answer: Sorry, I can’t help with images of

people yet. Eye Gaze Pattern: Sorry, I can’t

help with images of people yet.
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LLaVA v1.6 34B 4bits Here are the responses

by the open source LLaVA v1.6 model hosted on

huggingface with 34B parameters and 4-bit quanti-

zation:

• Sample 1:

Answer: Action Eye Gaze Pattern: ”The eye

gaze patterns of a human looking at this image

and caption pair might include:

1. The eye might first focus on the peach, as

it is the central object in the image and the

subject of the caption. 2. The gaze would

then likely shift to the paring knife, as it is the

tool being used in the process described by

the caption. 3. The gaze might then move to

the hand holding the peach, as it is the source

of action in the image. 4. Finally, the gaze

could return to the peach to observe the small

””x”” that has been scored at the end, which is

the result of the action described in the caption.

This pattern of gaze would be consistent with

the coherence relation of describing a process

and showing a moment in that process, as

the viewer would be following the sequence of

actions described in the caption.”

• Sample 2:

Answer: Action Eye Gaze Pattern: ”As for

the eye gaze patterns, a human looking at

this image and caption pair might first focus

on the substance in the container, then on

the spoon, and finally on the caption. The

gaze might then shift between the substance

and the caption as the person processes the

information about the next step in the process.

The gaze pattern could be a series of fixations

on the substance, the spoon, and the caption,

with the person’s attention moving back and

forth between the visual elements and the text

as they understand the instructions.”

• Sample 3:

Answer: Action Eye Gaze Pattern: ”As for

the eye gaze patterns, when looking at this

image and caption, a human’s gaze might first

be drawn to the peach being peeled, then to

the paring knife, and finally to the area where

the peel is being removed, which is indicated

by the ”X” on the base of the peach. The gaze

might then shift between the peach, the knife,

and the area of action as the process is de-

scribed in the caption. The gaze could also be

drawn to the person’s hand holding the peach

and the knife, as well as the background to

ensure there are no distractions or hazards.

The overall gaze pattern would likely follow the

sequence of actions described in the caption.”

• Sample 4:

Answer: Visible Eye Gaze Pattern: ”As for

the eye gaze patterns, when looking at this

image, a human’s gaze might first be drawn to

the pizza, as it is the central and most promi-

nent object in the image. The gaze might then

move to the other items on the table, such

as the sandwich, fries, and the plate with the

meat, in a clockwise or counterclockwise man-

ner. The gaze could also be drawn to the text,

especially if it is placed in a way that is easily

readable from the viewer’s perspective. The

gaze pattern would likely be a scan of the en-

tire scene, with the pizza being the initial point

of interest.”

• Sample 5:

Answer: Visible Eye Gaze Pattern: ”The eye

gaze patterns of a human looking at this image

and caption pair might include:

1. The person’s gaze would likely start on the

food truck, as it is the central object in the

image and the focus of the caption. 2. The

gaze would then move to the people standing

next to the truck, as they are the subjects of

the caption. 3. The gaze might then shift to

the background, possibly to the wall or any

other elements in the environment that provide

context for the scene. 4. Finally, the gaze

could return to the food truck and the people,

possibly to observe more details or to confirm

the information provided by the caption. This

pattern of eye gaze would be consistent with

the coherence relation of the text presenting

information about what’s in the image.”

• Sample 6:

Answer: Visible Eye Gaze Pattern: ”As for

the eye gaze patterns, when looking at this

image, a human’s gaze might first be drawn

to the chairs, as they are the focal point of the

caption. The gaze would likely then move to

the other elements in the room, such as the

coffee table, the vase, the potted plant, and

the windows. The gaze might also be drawn

to the textured walls and the overall aesthetic

of the room. The pattern of eye gaze would

be a scan of the room, starting with the chairs

and moving through the various elements in a

natural, exploratory manner.”

• Sample 7:

Answer: Visible Eye Gaze Pattern: ”As for

the eye gaze patterns, when looking at this

image, a human’s gaze might first be drawn

to the girl, as she is the central figure in the

image. The gaze would then likely move to

the bird perched on her shoulder, as it is a sec-

ondary point of interest and a focal point within
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the image. The gaze might then shift to the

surrounding environment, which is described

as a winter forest, to take in the details of the

forest and the snowy conditions. The gaze

could also be drawn to the red dress of the girl,

as it stands out against the more muted colors

of the forest. Finally, the gaze might return to

the girl’s face to observe her expression and

the overall mood of the scene.”

• Sample 8:

Answer: Story Eye Gaze Pattern: ”As for

the eye gaze patterns, a human looking at this

image might first focus on the dog, as it is a

central figure in the scene. Then, their gaze

might shift to the people in the background,

possibly to assess their actions or expressions.

Next, they might look at the blue objects, which

could be of interest due to their color and size.

Finally, they might scan the rest of the scene

to get a sense of the environment and the over-

all setting. The gaze pattern would likely be a

combination of these elements, moving from

the foreground (the dog) to the background

(the people) and then to the objects in the mid-

dle ground (the blue items).”

• Sample 9:

Answer: Visible Eye Gaze Pattern: ”As for

the eye gaze patterns, when looking at this

image and caption, a human’s gaze might first

be drawn to the dog’s face, particularly the

eyes and expression, to understand the dog’s

mood or emotion. Then, they might scan the

rest of the dog’s body to assess its posture

and movement. Finally, they might look at the

background to get a sense of the environment

and weather conditions, which are implied by

the caption. The gaze would likely be a com-

bination of a top-down scan, starting with the

dog’s face and moving down its body, then

outwards to the surroundings.”

• Sample 10:

Answer: Jockey and horse in mid-air over a

jump. Eye Gaze Pattern: ”Eye Gaze Patterns:

1. The viewer’s gazemight first be drawn to the

horse and rider in the center of the image due

to their action and prominence. 2. The eyes

may then move to the obstacle they are jump-

ing over, which is a wooden rail with plants on

top. 3. The gaze could then shift to the sky

in the background, which provides context for

the outdoor setting and the weather conditions.

4. Finally, the viewer might return to the horse

and rider to observe the details of their attire

and the horse’s posture during the jump.”

• Sample 11:

Answer: The Thrill of the Jump Eye Gaze

Pattern: ”Eye Gaze Patterns:

1. The viewer’s gaze might first be drawn to

the horse and rider in the center of the image

due to their action and prominence. 2. The

eyes may then follow the trajectory of the jump,

moving from the horse’s front legs to the ob-

stacle. 3. The gaze could then shift to the

rider’s posture and expression, which might

indicate the intensity of the jump. 4. Finally,

the viewer’s eyes might return to the horse’s

body and legs, observing the form and balance

during the jump.”

• Sample 12:

Answer: Amidst the challenge of the jump,

the harmony of horse and rider is captured in

this dynamic equestrian moment. Eye Gaze

Pattern: ”Eye Gaze Patterns:

1. The viewer’s gaze would likely start at the

horse and rider, focusing on the action of the

jump. 2. The eyes might then move to the

height of the jump, assessing the difficulty of

the obstacle. 3. The gaze could then shift to

the rider’s posture and expression, looking for

signs of concentration or fear. 4. The viewer

might also notice the surrounding environment,

such as the sky and any spectators or other

competitors. 5. Finally, the gaze could re-

turn to the horse’s body language, observing

the muscles and movement that indicate the

power and grace of the jump.”

• Sample 13:

Answer: The Moment of Truth: Jockey and

Horse in Perfect Harmony Eye Gaze Pattern:

”Eye Gaze Patterns:

1. The viewer’s gazemight first be drawn to the

horse and rider in the center of the image, as

they are the main subjects and the focal point

of the action. 2. The eyes might then follow the

trajectory of the jump, moving from the horse’s

front legs to the obstacle it is clearing. 3. The

gaze could then shift to the rider’s posture and

expression, which would provide insight into

the intensity of the moment. 4. Finally, the

viewer’s eyes might return to the horse’s body

and legs, observing the athleticism and grace

of the animal in motion.”
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